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Although it was fantastical, and it was almost god-like to reach the ability to reverse time and space,
and Omi was a billion and eighty thousand miles squared away from this ability, or even impossible at
all, but at this moment Omi’s ambition was soaring.

“I will, if only God can do it, then I will be God, my former lovers, I will never let you go away from
me.”Omi said.

Yan Xinyi saw that Omi seemed to be suddenly agitated, she was busy comforting, “Master, don’t get
excited, it was hard to eliminate the demons, don’t relapse again.”

Omi said, “Don’t worry, I know the score, and also, call me by my name, I won’t call you Shisun either,
and you shouldn’t call me Master either.”

“Good.”Yan Xinyi nodded her head.

In the mortal realm, Yan Xingyi was his teacher’s wife; after the spirit realm, Omi was her master.

After that, Omi paid homage to Liu Xiangyun, Shangguan Rou, Omi’s eldest brother in the mortal
realm, his second senior brother, his third senior sister, his fourth senior brother, his fifth senior
brother, and his master Ding Ru, as well as Liu Yue, Yang Yijian, and other brothers.

It wasn’t until late at night that Omi left the cemetery.

“Taizu, you’re back.”

“Shang Wuyun, why are you waiting for me here in the middle of the night if you’re not going to
sleep.”

“Tai Ancestor, I’ve already helped you inform all the descendants of your brother’s descendants back
then, tomorrow morning, everyone will be at the Heavenly Heart Palace.” Remember the
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“It’s good that you arranged it.”

“Okay, Taizu, then you rest early.”

Shang Wuyun immediately left, not daring to disturb Omi.

Omi sat in the main hall and immediately closed his eyes.

Although there was no aura in the mortal world anymore, it didn’t affect Omi’s cultivation, and the
need for aura really wasn’t that important when he reached the tribulation stage.

Today, going to pay homage to his original relatives, Omi was deeply stimulated, so at the moment,
Omi’s heart was tumultuous and turbulent.



There was a qi within Omi, a qi that wanted to go against the world.

Because of this qi, Omi felt that he had touched the threshold of the Third Stage of Tribulation.

“It seems that returning to the mortal realm has stimulated my mind greatly, and although there is no
aura, it has instead allowed me to make a progress and touch the threshold of the Third Stage of
Tribulation.”Omi was inwardly pleased.

Of course, it was only touching the threshold of the Third Stage of Tribulation, and it was still
unknown when I would actually break through to the Third Stage of Tribulation.

Early the next morning, thousands of people arrived at the Great Martial Empire’s Heavenly Heart
Palace early in the morning.

“Will we really be able to see Shang Hong Taizu?”

“Really, my grandfather told me that himself yesterday.”

“Wow, Shang Hong Taizu, I grew up listening to my grandfather, the legendary stories about him, I can
say that Shang Hong Taizu grew up with me.”

“Mmhmm, I’m also excited now, back then, my grandfather’s great-grandfather was one of Shang Hong
Taizu’s brothers.”A man said excitedly.

All in all, thousands of people from the Heavenly Heart Palace, everyone was excited, Omi was a
legendary story that each of them had grown up listening to, and they all knew that the legendary
Shang Hong Taizu, who reached the Returning Ancestor realm, stepped through the void and left for a
higher realm.Now, it was possible to see the legendary Tai Ancestor.

“Everyone, be quiet, don’t make any noise, let’s quietly wait for the Shang Hong Tai Ancestor to
come.”

Suddenly, the Heavenly Heart Palace quieted down, and everyone remained silent, waiting with
anticipation.

After waiting for a short time, suddenly, everyone felt that they were hit by an

Warmth enveloped it, and after a few seconds, everyone felt that they had broken through several
realms.

“Ah.”Everyone was dumbfounded, who had such an ability to make them break through several
domains in one go.

In the next second, everyone looked up, and at some point, there was an additional person above the
Heavenly Heart Palace.

A graceful and beautiful man, it was Omi.

Everyone was of course incomparably familiar with Omi’s young as well as old appearance, and when
they saw Omi, everyone immediately cried and kneeled down.

This wasn’t just excitement, this was a kind of faith.

All of them felt like they were dreaming.



Omi said, “Everyone, please get up, everyone here today is a descendant of me and those brothers and
sisters of mine, so we are all family, no need to be polite.”

“Taizu, woohoo.”

However, the thousands of people were too excited to calm their excitement for a short time after
seeing Omi.

It was only after ten minutes that they gradually calmed down.

Omi smiled, “I know that you are no stranger to me, you have been listening to your grandfather talk
about me and the things your ancestors did with me back then.Today, I am also very happy to be able
to meet the descendants of those brothers of mine back then.This time, I’ve returned from the Spirit
Realm, and my Lord is looking forward to you, and at the same time, because I have some
achievements in the Spirit Realm, I’ve been able to shelter some people, so when I return to the Spirit
Realm, some of you will be brought to the Spirit Realm to cultivate.”

“Ah, travel to the Spiritual Realm?”Everyone was shocked and somewhat incredulous.

In the past, they all knew that after stepping on the void, they could travel to a higher realm, but no
one knew where it was, and now they knew that it was the Spiritual Realm.

Omi said, “Some of you, after all, have sprouted here and can’t leave your loved ones, so whoever is
willing to follow me to the Spiritual Realm must think carefully.However, there is no need to hurry, as
you have at least eight or nine years to think about it.”

Everyone was a little confused as to why it took so long to consider.

In fact, Omi had been down in the Spiritual Realm for a year, and one year in the Spiritual Realm was
equal to ten years in the Mortal Realm, so Omi had a lot of time in the Mortal Realm.

“Today, you guys go back first.”

At this time, a little boy asked, “Tai Ancestor, can you bring me, my parents, grandparents, and the
whole family to the Spirit Realm ah.”

That little boy’s mother was busy saying, “I’m sorry, Tai Ancestor, my son is ignorant and rushed you.”

Omi smiled, “Your son is very cute, I like him very much, what’s his name?”

“Back to Taizu, my son’s name is Liu Jin.”

“Liu Jin?It’s Liu Yue’s offspring, right.”

“Yes, yes, our ancestor is Liu Yue.”

Omi looked at the little boy, “The descendants of my Liu Yue brothers are really smart looking, your
proposal is good, but at the moment, I don’t have that much power to take everyone to the spirit
world, moreover, the spirit world cultivation Yuan is crueler than here, if you don’t have the strength,
you will be worse off than the mortal world.You guys are now human beings in the mortal realm, but in
the spirit realm, you’re the lowest level of cultivators, so don’t think it’s fun, everyone should think
carefully.”

“Yes, Taizu.”



“Then, this is the end of today’s meeting, everyone go back first.”

Everyone left the main hall in love and looked at Omi three steps back.

Omi laughed wordlessly.
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